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GOT LEATHER? Look no further! The answer to Metro Atlanta's aging, cracking leather is
here!

4x Consumer's Choice Award Winner, Lenox Chem-Dry + Marietta Chem-Dry, have added yet another
highly specialized premium service for their clientele, leather restoration! Don't waste money buying new;
spend only a fraction and RENEW!

Feb. 10, 2008 - PRLog -- Lenox Chem-Dry and Marietta Chem-Dry, carpet and upholstery cleaning
specialists, are proud to unveil their newest premier service: leather restoration. Just imagine your aged
upholstery or favorite recliner... What about a favorite sofa hidden in a corner? After time, the leather often
starts to fade, crack, become less supple.... Eventually the time comes to throw out the upholstery because it
seems so far gone. 

With our revolutionary services, we can completely restore your upholstery and revive it to what it once
was. Pet owners particularly love how we can improve the pet claw scratches and scuffs on both interior
upholstery as well as the auto upholstery. 

How can we help your home? Well, sofas that are aged, cream, dirty and dingy can be rejuvenated but even
better, they can be redyed.... Imagine - does your leather piece no longer match your decor'? No problem -
we can completely change the color! 

Automotive/Cars/Motorcyles - Leather motorcycle seats, saddles, leather jackets, vintage purses, shoes,
bucket seats, leather dashboards and trim, they can all be improved upon and made to look beautifully. 

We are one of the only certified firms in the state of Georgia proudly serving Metro Atlanta offering these
services. We provide free no-obligation estimates and are currently offering 20% off leather restoration
services with mention of this press release.

Website: www.chem-dry.net/lenox.ga/get-an-estimate
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